films, among them "Gulliver's Travels" (1996) in which he played the Emperor of Lilliput, "Joan of Arc" 1999 in which he played Bishop Cauchon, "Hitler: the Rise of Evil" in which he played Paul von Hindenburg, and "Augustus" (2003) in which he played Augustus. He was also in a number of films, the most recent of which are Bright Young Things (2003), Troy (scheduled for release next year; he plays Priam), and Closing the Ring, which is now in pre-production. Noel Coward famously said to him, "If you’d been any prettier, it would have been Florence of Arabia." O'Toole somewhere said, "I can't stand light. I hate weather. My idea of heaven is moving from one smoke-filled room to another." And, another time, "The only exercise I take is walking behind the coffins of friends who took exercise."

PETER BARNES (1931, London), based the screenplay on his highly-successful stage play of the same name. Some of his other plays are Red Noses, The Bewitched, Laughter, Auschwitz, and Dreaming. You can find more about him on his website, www.peterbarnes.com.

ALASTAIR SIM (9 October 1900, Edinburgh—19 August 1976, London (cancer) From IMDB: “The son of Alexander Sim JP and Isabella McIntyre, Alastair Sim was educated in Edinburgh. Always interested in language (especially the spoken word) he became the Fulton Lecturer in Eloquence at New College, Edinburgh University from 1925 until 1930. He was invited back and became the Rector of Edinburgh University (1948 - 1951). His first stage appearance was as Messenger in Othello at the Savoy Theatre, London. He went on to create some of the most memorable (usually comedic) roles in British films from 1936 until his death in 1976.”

Biography from Leonard Maltin's Movie Encyclopedia: “If he'd never played any character other than Scrooge in the 1951 A Christmas Carol (surely the definitive screen version of that oft-filmed Dickens tale), this lanky, pop-eyed, rubber-faced character actor would rate a spot in this book. A former elocution teacher (not surprising, considering the precision of that deliciously rich voice), Sim worked on stage throughout his life. From IMDB: “Was awarded the CBE. He was also offered a knighthood but turned it down because it would impinge too much on his privacy. Was made the rector of Edinburgh University in 1948. Appeared in 61 films and 46 West End productions. He met his wife 'Naomi Plaskitt' when they both appeared in a stage production of "The Land of Heart's Desire" by William Butler Yeats. He was 27, she was 12. They married when Naomi was 18. When he was made Rector of Edinburgh University, he beat Harold Macmillan (the future Prime Minister) by 2078 votes to 802.”


One of the most outrageous, offensive, and magnificent film satires was unleashed upon the public in 1972, in THE RULING CLASS. The British feature merrily exposed the depravity of the English aristocracy, the hypocrisy of organized religion, and that heinous animal that is man. Flamboyantly directed by Peter Medak and starring Peter O'Toole, it became one of the most controversial films of the 1970's and one of the most wicked satires in cinema history.

The film opens to expose the favorite nocturnal perversity of the 13th Earl of Gurney (Harry Andrews). Relaxing after thundering a law-and-order speech in London, he returns to the bedroom of his magnificent estate; dons long underwear, a ballet tu-tu, and a three-cornered hat; puts his head in a silk noose; and swings about his bedroom. On this night, however, preaches love, rides a tricycle, claims he is wed to the Lady of the Camellias, and plans to give away the Gurney fortune.

Sir Charles takes action. Hoping to institutionalize Jack again after he has fathered a new heir, he schemes to wed Jack to his own mistress, socially ambitious Grace Shelley (Carolyn Seymour). When she first meets her proposed bridegroom, she is dressed as Camille and singing a selection from LA TRAVIATA. Grace soon falls in love with Jack, however, and informs him of Sir Charles' plot. Jack forgives her, rides his tricycle into her marriage boudoir, and impregnates her. On the night their son is born, psychiatrist Dr. Herder (Michael Bryant) brings to the estate McKyle (Nigel Green), a raving lunatic who believes he is the "Electric Christ." Claiming that the true God is a God of wrath for "strong stomachs," the "High Voltage Messiah" chews glass bottles, horrifies Jack with a terrible repertoire of electronic shocks, and traumatizes the heir he tips over the ladder on which he usually alights and hangs himself. There is shock when Bishop Lampton (Alastair Sim) reads the will. To the Earl's brother Sir Charles (William Mervyn), Charles' spouse Lady Claire (Coral Browne), and their feebleminded son Dinsdale (James Villiers), he leaves nothing. Aside from thirty thousand pounds for the butler Tucker (Arthur Lowe) — who promptly begins drinking and insulting the family — the title and estate will pass entirely to the Earl's son Jack (Peter O'Toole), who has spent the past eight years in a lunatic asylum.

Jack arrives at the estate sporting a beard, flowing blonde hair, monk's robes, and tennis shoes. He is convinced that he is Jesus Christ. To the family's horror, Jack soon places a huge wooden noose; and swings about his bedroom. On this night, however, preaches love, rides a tricycle, claims he is wed to the Lady of the Camellias, and plans to give away the Gurney fortune.

Sir Charles takes action. Hoping to institutionalize Jack again after he has fathered a new heir, he schemes to wed Jack to his own mistress, socially ambitious Grace Shelley (Carolyn Seymour). When she first meets her proposed bridegroom, she is dressed as Camille and singing a selection from LA TRAVIATA. Grace soon falls in love with Jack, however, and informs him of Sir Charles' plot. Jack forgives her, rides his tricycle into her marriage boudoir, and impregnates her. On the night their son is born, psychiatrist Dr. Herder (Michael Bryant) brings to the estate McKyle (Nigel Green), a raving lunatic who believes he is the "Electric Christ." Claiming that the true God is a God of wrath for "strong stomachs," the "High Voltage Messiah" chews glass bottles, horrifies Jack with a terrible repertoire of electronic shocks, and traumatizes the heir he tips over the ladder on which he usually alights and hangs himself. There is shock when Bishop Lampton (Alastair Sim) reads the will. To the Earl's brother Sir Charles (William Mervyn), Charles' spouse Lady Claire (Coral Browne), and their feebleminded son Dinsdale (James Villiers), he leaves nothing. Aside from thirty thousand pounds for the butler Tucker (Arthur Lowe) — who promptly begins drinking and insulting the family — the title and estate will pass entirely to the Earl's son Jack (Peter O'Toole), who has spent the past eight years in a lunatic asylum.
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Sir Charles takes action. Hoping to institutionalize Jack again after he has fathered a new heir, he schemes to wed Jack to his own mistress, socially ambitious Grace Shelley (Carolyn Seymour). When she first meets her proposed bridegroom, she is dressed as Camille and singing a selection from LA TRAVIATA. Grace soon falls in love with Jack, however, and informs him of Sir Charles' plot. Jack forgives her, rides his tricycle into her marriage boudoir, and impregnates her. On the night their son is born, psychiatrist Dr. Herder (Michael Bryant) brings to the estate McKyle (Nigel Green), a raving lunatic who believes he is the "Electric Christ." Claiming that the true God is a God of wrath for "strong stomachs," the "High Voltage Messiah" chews glass bottles, horrifies Jack with a terrible repertoire of electronic shocks, and traumatizes the heir he tips over the ladder on which he usually alights and hangs himself. There is shock when Bishop Lampton (Alastair Sim) reads the will. To the Earl's brother Sir Charles (William Mervyn), Charles' spouse Lady Claire (Coral Browne), and their feebleminded son Dinsdale (James Villiers), he leaves nothing. Aside from thirty thousand pounds for the butler Tucker (Arthur Lowe) — who promptly begins drinking and insulting the family — the title and estate will pass entirely to the Earl's son Jack (Peter O'Toole), who has spent the past eight years in a lunatic asylum.

Jack arrives at the estate sporting a beard, flowing blonde hair, monk's robes, and tennis shoes. He is convinced that he is Jesus Christ. To the family's horror, Jack soon places a huge wooden noose; and swings about his bedroom. On this night, however, preaches love, rides a tricycle, claims he is wed to the Lady of the Camellias, and plans to give away the Gurney fortune.

Sir Charles takes action. Hoping to institutionalize Jack again after he has fathered a new heir, he schemes to wed Jack to his own mistress, socially ambitious Grace Shelley (Carolyn Seymour). When she first meets her proposed bridegroom, she is dressed as Camille and singing a selection from LA TRAVIATA. Grace soon falls in love with Jack, however, and informs him of Sir Charles' plot. Jack forgives her, rides his tricycle into her marriage boudoir, and impregnates her. On the night their son is born, psychiatrist Dr. Herder (Michael Bryant) brings to the estate McKyle (Nigel Green), a raving lunatic who believes he is the "Electric Christ." Claiming that the true God is a God of wrath for "strong stomachs," the "High Voltage Messiah" chews glass bottles, horrifies Jack with a terrible repertoire of electronic shocks, and traumatizes the heir he tips over the ladder on which he usually alights and hangs himself. There is shock when Bishop Lampton (Alastair Sim) reads the will. To the Earl's brother Sir Charles (William Mervyn), Charles' spouse Lady Claire (Coral Browne), and their feebleminded son Dinsdale (James Villiers), he leaves nothing. Aside from thirty thousand pounds for the butler Tucker (Arthur Lowe) — who promptly begins drinking and insulting the family — the title and estate will pass entirely to the Earl's son Jack (Peter O'Toole), who has spent the past eight years in a lunatic asylum.

Instead, Jack now believes he is Jack the Ripper. As the Ripper, he knives Lady Claire and blames the murder on Tucker; drives Sir Charles, Dr. Herder, and Bishop Lampont to an asylum; takes a seat at the House of Lords, where he delivers a speech in praise of bigotry and vengeance that wins a standing ovation from his peers; and returns to the estate, where he promptly kills his loving wife Grace. The baby, obviously inheriting the family curse, cries out "I AM JACK!" as the film ends.

THE RULING CLASS was Britain's official entry at the 1972 Cannes Film Festival. United Artists secured rights for release in the United States, but when that corporation announced plans to edit extensively the 154-minute feature, the producers balked, and Avco Embassy obtained the rights. In the fall of 1972, THE RULING CLASS had its premiere in the United
States (trimmed of only six minutes and rated "R") and created enormous controversy. NEWSWEEK condemned the film as "sledgehammer satire" and "odious," while VARIETY lauded it as "brilliantly caustic"; NEW YORK praised it as "fantastic fun," and the LOS ANGELES TIMES derided it as "...snail-slow, slag-heavy, shrill and gesticulating."

Indeed, THE RULING CLASS is more than satire; it is a celluloid nightmare, absurd, horrible, fascinating, and disturbing. Director Peter Medak crams the picture with riveting nonsense: a gorilla crashes through a window to tip his hat; O'Toole bursts into a duet of "My Blue Heaven" with Seymour or leads fox hunters in an evangelistic rendition of "Dem Bones." The film rampages from silly humor to repellent spectacle to true horror. Yet the film is saved from total distaste by the artistry of the cast: the beautifully "bitchy" Browne, who caustically portrays Lady Claire; Lowe as the ever unruffled Tucker; and Mervyn as the glowing Sir Charles. Sir Charles delivers the film's most outrageous line: finding the corpse of his slain wife on the floor, he looks into the camera and intones, "Very well. Who is the impudent clown responsible for this?" with the controlled wrath of a schoolmaster.

The most outstanding performance is O'Toole's. As "Jesus Christ," outfitted with a girlishly curly blonde wig, he is both divinely mad and poignantly heartbreaking; as Jack the Ripper, shorn of his locks and icily austere, he is a bloodthirsty, terrifying obscenity. TIME praised O'Toole's 14th Earl of Gurney as "a performance of such intensity that it may trouble sleep as surely as it will haunt memory — funny, disturbing, finally devastating." For his incredible performance that was miraculously free of blasphemy and awesomely filled with bravado, O'Toole received his fifth Academy Best Actor nomination, but the 1972 Oscar went to Marlon Brando for his performance in THE GODFATHER.

THE RULING CLASS did not prove to be an exceptional box-office success. It employs a type of satire not to all moviegoers' liking. At times it demands audience attention in the manner that a snake enraptures a doomed bird, and its statement that a Jack the Ripper would be more assured of success in the contemporary world than would Jesus Christ is by no means a comfortable one. Yet for its excesses, the picture has more than its share of creativity, imagination, and flair. THE RULING CLASS remains an unforgettable chilling cinema lampoon, perhaps best described by O'Toole as "a comedy with tragic relief."

Michael Hollinger: PETER BARNES: IMPUDENT CLOWN

At a key dramatic moment in Peter Barnes' anarchic comedy THE RULING CLASS, an indignant character turns to the audience and explodes, "All right, who's the impudent clown responsible for this?"

A good question — especially here, where the plays of this impudent clown are staged less often than in his native England. Because his is not a household name, it's easy for us to underestimate the stature and influence of his subversively funny playwright, whose extreme, audacious work has goaded British complacency for three decades and influenced many of his contemporaries. In addition to having authored dozens of original works for the stage — encompassing full-lengths, one-acts, and adaptations of plays by Feydeau, Wedekind, and others — Barnes has also written extensively for radio, television, and film, including the screenplays for HEART OF A DOG and ENCHANTED APRIL, which earned him an Academy Award nomination. His first major play, THE RULING CLASS, was recently optioned for a major revival at London's Royal National Theatre next year.

Which is not to say that Peter Barnes is universally loved and admired. On the contrary, his contribution to modern theater remains violently debated, a fact about which he remains philosophical. "I think any true artist must speak with his own voice and then accept the fact that it's going to divide people," he has said. "With bland voices, the reactions are never as strong as to somebody with something very individual."

What's individual about Barnes' work is its bold theatricality, its extravagant language, its unflinching portrayal of human brutishness, and its skepticism of social, political, and religious institutions. Perhaps most individual of all is his humor, which alternately tickles and impales. Sometimes it appalls as well, challenging audiences' notions about what can be laughed at by making them laugh at it anyway. Philadelphia-area productions in recent memory include the short plays NOT AS BAD AS THEY SEEM and MORE THAN A TOUCH OF ZEN (which derive much of their humor from characters who are blind and palsied, respectively), and university productions
of the comedies RED NOSES (which deals with the misuses of power during the Black Plague) and LAUGHTER (part of which is set in a Nazi death camp).

Peter Barnes' screenplay for ENCHANTED APRIL (1992) was nominated for an Academy Award.—Though his work is not frequently produced in the United States, Barnes actually prefers American audiences to their British counterparts. "I've always found that Americans instinctively are a more receptive audience," he asserts. "The English basically like the same things that they were given in the 1930s; they're still stuck, to a great extent, in the 1930s. Generally, American audiences don't go to a theater with preconceived ideas. They go in with the attitude 'Show me, and I'll tell you if I like it or not.' I think that means they can respond to things that are different and fresh."

Ironically, in his quest for a theater that is different and fresh, Barnes has often looked backward for inspiration: to Brecht, with his dogged commitment to educate as well as entertain; to theater visionary Antonin Artaud, for his passion and extremity; and especially to the great Jacobian playwrights, such as Ben Jonson, Thomas Middleton, and Christopher Marlowe. "Not Shakespeare," he adds, "because Shakespeare can't influence anybody. He's on his own, as it were."

Despite its sometimes anarchic nature, Barnes' comedy has very clear targets. It explodes beneath the royal thrones, papal seats, judicial benches, and occasionally even our own comfy chairs in the theater, but no innocent bystanders are ever wounded. For Barnes is a humanist — and optimist — at heart. "I've always said that the reason I write plays is to change the world," he says. "Well, thirty years on, I haven't changed it; probably not at all. However, that doesn't mean to say you shouldn't keep trying. These things take aeons of time to really change, the deep, deep changes. And so, if nothing seems to have changed, one mustn't despair; one just carries on and keeps working."

As rehearsals for THE RULING CLASS began at the Wilma, I spoke with Peter Barnes by phone.

**Michael Hollinger:** To what degree is THE RULING CLASS a product of its origins — England in the late 1960s? Are its targets as viable now as then?

**Peter Barnes:** Unfortunately, it's as valid today as it was when it was written. And I say that with deep regret, because the class system's still very, very prevalent over here. In the deepest sense, I hope the play is always relevant because repression always has to be watched and attacked. And freedom, not only freedom of speech, but freedom of the spirit, always has to be encouraged and made relevant by writers. But even the surface material — about class, privilege, cowtowing, servility, the inability of the English to throw off old, worn-out institutions and attitudes — is unfortunately very relevant. Of course, the wider aspects of freedom, liberty, oppression, and incipient fascism are just as relevant to America and its right-wing redneck attitudes towards civil liberties and spiritual liberties.

**MH:** Why do you suppose the English are less receptive than Americans to your work in particular?

**PB:** I always try to give a three-course meal, and the English like two courses or one course. American's like their money's worth, and I guess that's one of the reasons why they're more responsive to my work.

**MH:** When you refer to a three-course meal, do you mean ideas as well as entertainment?

**PB:** Absolutely. I try to give entertainment — songs, dances, humor. And I also try to give something more in the sense of ideas and an attitude to life, which I think is tremendously important.

**MH:** These entertainment elements are all over THE RULING CLASS, creating a sort of vaudeville effect at times. Do you have a background in the British music hall tradition or other popular entertainments?

**PB:** My parents had stalls on the piers at Clacton-on-Sea, which is a sort of Coney Island place. They did those games you used to do in fairgrounds where you throw hoops over vases or ping pong balls through clowns' mouths to get prizes. I don't know if this rates as entertainment, but it did have certain grounding in that. And I guess it comes through in the sense that I like that sort of "carnival rowdiness" from time to time in my plays.

**MH:** Could you talk a bit about the use of songs in your work?

**PB:** The thing about THE RULING CLASS is that it was the first one to do that — to bring songs into a straight play and make it integral. Other people copied it afterwards, so now it's much more familiar, but when I did it, it was the first time it had ever been done. And the reaction was one of great puzzlement; people thought I'd got my wires crossed somewhere. But now it's much more acceptable, so I've moved on from that.

**MH:** Obviously, thought they sometimes break out of a given scene, these musical forays function as something more than mere non sequiturs.

**PB:** I believe that there are some moments in theater ere the pressure of the emotion gets so strong that the only thing you can do is sing. It's like opera, only with opera, people are singing all the time. That's what I'm against, and that's why I'm against modern musicals, because they sing all the time. If you come in and starting singing, "I got the train from wherever and I had to walk and it's raining," that really is ridiculous. Whereas if you're under great emotion or stress, it somehow seems to me that you have to find another way of expressing yourself. That's what songs can do — they are emotions depicted on the stage in their most vivid form.

**MH:** Have you ever written anything in which humor was not a major component?

**PB:** My last play didn't have much humor in it; it's a bit more melancholic, actually. It's much more difficult to start laughing as the years pass and not much changes for the better. However, I am a humorist. I am a comedy writer. The most important thing about comedy — and this is terribly important — is that comedy is not something you put in to "sweeten the pill" of the message. Comedy is the message. And the trouble with a lot of comic writers is the fact that they do a bit of comedy and then they stick a bit of serious stuff in. They don't understand that the serious stuff is the comedy. It can make you laugh hilariously, but the good comedy is serious, it is deeply disturbing. Great comedy writers are serious writers. Shaw is a terrifically good example of that; he's at his best when he's being funny. Same with Oscar Wilde. THE IMPORTANCE OF BEING EARNEST is a wonderful, great play, and seems to be very not serious, but if you look closely at it, it's quite serious about lying, and about the secret lives that people live, and how they try to hide it. And it's all done through comedy.
The development of the modern British ruling class

The former clout has been reduced to political pomp of little circumstance. That's either television, or a novel, or radio really, where just talk carries you through. You need something else, something that dramatizes what they're talking about even as they're talking. And that's not easy to do. For me, each scene has to be a dramatic scene, and dialogue doesn't necessarily carry it forward. You have to think of the visual all the time. That's where my interest in the cinema feeds into the theater, in the sense that it's a visual medium.

Since you recently married an American and do a lot of Hollywood film work, I imagine you come to the states rather often.

I love going to America, to New York particularly. Though I am sometimes terribly sad because Americans don't live up to their origins, to their charter as it were. And sometimes you feel they've lost what makes them so unique, which is the optimism, and the hope, which is wonderful. I have to say that, with the religious right, you feel that there is a darker and more menacing side to American, which fortunately I don't come into contact with very much. So I tend to see the best of Americans, and when I go it's always invigorating.

Do you think that optimism is a requirement for a satirist?

Funnily enough, usually they say that satirists are pessimists, but they're not; they're usually disappointed optimists. The disappointment rarely lasts, though, and then you write another play, and you think that's going to cure it. You have to be an optimist if you feel, as I do, that writing a play is going to change anything. You wouldn't be a satirist if you weren't an optimist, because if you were a pessimist you'd think nothing you ever wrote would ever make any difference.

What is it that art is about — being a contradiction in terms.

Allen P. Radway NOBLESSE OBLIGE

Although our Senate and House of Representatives echo Britain's Houses of Lords and Commons, America's bicameral Congress enjoys an equivalence of power now foreign to Parliament's twin chambers. The British aristocracy, represented by the Lords through inherited estates and titles, has for more than a century seen its bonafide political power stripped away by democratic reforms. In THE RULING CLASS, playwright Peter Barnes finds ample fodder for satire in the paradox of a ruling class that no longer rules; whose former clout has been reduced to political pomp of little circumstance.

The development of the modern British ruling class.

The qualities you mention are certainly apparent in THE RULING CLASS.

has its roots in 18th Century nobility such as the great Tudor and Stuart lines. The failure of many of these old families of Britain, Wales, and Scotland to produce male heirs meant estates passed on to heiresses, who married into urbane families often living far from the old rural estates. Many smaller estates thus began to amalgamate, causing a consolidation of land between the 1760s and the 1820s under the ownership of more cultivated and nationalistic families. As fewer landowners possessed increasingly larger estates, a landed aristocracy replaced the local country nobility.

In the 200th Century, two world wars gave the British ruling class an opportunity to redeem itself as a body of natural leaders. But World War I only succeeded in decimating its ranks and wealth, and World War II — despite Winston Churchill's indisputably blue blood — could not restore the elite to their former status. Severe debt, accumulating since the turn of the century, forced many aristocrats to sell, liquidate, or reduce their estates. And so THE RULING CLASS begins with an ironic toast to "the memory of England," that "teeming womb of privilege," whose aristocratic glory days have themselves been reduced to a thing of nostalgia.

—Source: The Decline and Fall of the British Aristocracy by David Cannadine.